Using Social Sensing to Understand the Links Between Sleep, Mood, and Sociability
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Abstract—In recent years, reality mining experiments have provided several novel insights into human social behavior that would not have been possible without the novel use of smartphone sensing. In this work, we leverage the latest reality mining experiment to study social behavior from a public health perspective. In particular, we focus on sleep and mood as they have a considerable public health impact with serious societal and significant financial effects. We endeavor to explore and uncover the associations between sleep, mood and sociability by studying a population of healthy young adults going about their everyday life. We find significant associations between sleep and mood, reiterating observations in the literature. More importantly, we find that individuals with lower overall sociability tend to report poor mood more often, a statistically significant observation. In addition, we also uncover associations between daily sociability and sleep, a previously unreported observation. These results demonstrate the potential of reality mining studies for studying the sociological aspects of significant public health problems. Further, we hope that our work will provide the impetus for larger studies validating some of these observations and ultimately result in behavioral interventions that can improve public health through better social interaction.

I. INTRODUCTION

The effects of social interactions and social support on health and well-being, both physical and mental, as well as their role in health promotion have been well-documented over the years [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6]. The impact of the quantity and frequency of social interactions have been studied in multiple contexts ranging from involvement in crime [7], [8] to stock market participation [9] to choosing health insurance [10]. There is a recent spurt of interest in this space after studies suggesting that social ties (self-reported friends) can have a significant effect on the spread of health-related behaviors such as obesity [11] and sleep loss [12].

While past studies have been insightful and have provided some validation of the popular notions, they are driven by self-reported and observational data that are unable to capture the rich and dynamic nature of social interactions in the real world. However, this reliance on such static data was unavoidable due to practical limitations with respect to gathering dynamic social interactions. However, current advances in sensing technology allow us to overcome some of these limitations.

Until the start of this century, most of the data collected on human interactions was through self-reported surveys and experience sampling. More recently, long term monitoring has been implemented using a variety of technologies including video [13], smartphones [14], [15], [16] and other wearable sensing devices [17], [18], [19]. These studies clearly depict the importance of dynamic data collected from the real world and have provided several novel insights into human behavior and sociology.

In this work, we gather such dynamic and continuous data from subjects in a co-located community over a period of few months, alleviating some of the shortcomings of the social and psychological experiments discussed above. Such dynamic data can be obtained through a combination of mobile wireless sensing and regular surveys. Current smartphones are increasingly used as social sensors through several reality mining studies [15], [20], [21]. We believe that such rich information of quantified face-to-face social interactions will provide novel insights. Our recent work [20], [22] validates this approach with observations that such interactions seem to show stronger correlations with behavioral effects including weight gain as opposed to self-reported social contact information. In addition to wireless sensing, traditional survey methods can provide useful information that might not be easy to gather automatically. Such surveys can enable us to track mood and behavioral aspects over many months. Using this integrated approach to social computing, we explore the relationships among social interactions, mood and sleep.

II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

Social interactions and their effects on well-being and life satisfaction have been studied consistently over the last three decades. While their impact on the everyday life of the public is apparent, there is great scope for conveying this message to the public and using this knowledge to develop interventions that can help individuals improve their personal health and wellness. In this work, we focus on two issues with a considerable public health impact - sleep and mood. We detail a pilot study designed to explore the relationship of sleep and mood with quantified real-world social interactions and with each other.

It is estimated that 50-70 million Americans suffer from a chronic disorder of sleep and wakefulness [23]. Sleep prob-
A. Overview and Participants

Starting March 2010, we initiated a living laboratory conducted with members of a young-family residential living community adjacent to a major research university in North America, referred to as the Friends and Family Study [31]. All members of the community are couples, and at least one the members is affiliated with the university, usually as a graduate student. The entire community is composed of over 400 residents, approximately half of which have children. The residence has a vibrant community life, with many ties of friendship between its members. The data used for this analysis was collected from 54 participants in the pilot phase of the study, which lasted from March to September 2010. Participants provided informed consent as approved by the Committee on the Use of Humans as Experimental Subjects at our institution.

Study participants were provided Android smartphones with our social and behavioral software sensing platform, called "Funf" 1 that allowed us to track face-to-face interactions through Bluetooth proximity sensing in addition to other behavioral, contextual and communication patterns [31]. The software was responsible for automatically uploading data to the system’s backend server whenever Internet access was available. In addition, subjects completed study related surveys at regular intervals. Monthly, daily and weekly surveys include questions about relationships and social activities, personality using standard scales like the Big-Five Inventory [32] and behavioral information such as mood, diet, exercise and sleep. Participants had the option to fill in the surveys either via the phone software, or via a web-based service. Both survey inputs as well as the phone collected data were aggregated in a single back end database for the data relevant to the current analysis.

B. Dataset

The dataset used in the current analysis is a subset of the Friends and Family dataset which includes a combination of self-reported survey data and automatically captured face-to-face interactions. In this work we exclude May and the summer months as many participants were off campus for long periods during these months, and for the current investigation we wanted to evaluate a period where there is the opportunity for dense face-to-face interaction within the study population. Therefore, for the current discussion we analyze the data collected from the 54 healthy subjects over the month of April, 2010. The data included the following signals:

1) Sleep: The sleep information was self-reported by subjects on a daily basis where the options of hours provided included: <5, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, >9.

2) Mood: Participants were also asked to select their predominant mood for the day from multiple options. The options were ultimately grouped into ‘good’ mood (Happy or content, Relaxed or peaceful) and ‘poor mood’ (Stressed or anxious, Angry or frustrated), resulting in a binary variable.

1http://funf.media.mit.edu/
3) Interactions and Sociability: Face-to-face social interactions are derived from Bluetooth proximity detection data in a manner similar to those in previous reality mining studies [15], [33]. The Funf phone sensing platform, described above, was used to detect Bluetooth devices in the user’s proximity. The Bluetooth scan was performed periodically, every five minutes, in order to keep from draining the battery while achieving a high enough resolution for social interaction in a manner. As there are two detections for every five minute period from the two phones in question, each proximity scan is used to represent a 2.5 minute interval as in previous studies [16]. The face-to-face interactions are measured within the study population of 54 participants, all-residing in the same residential complex. While it may become possible in the future to gather a majority of face-to-face interactions with those outside the community as well, it is currently not viable due to the lack of widespread Bluetooth usage necessary to make this possible.

Interaction can be defined as a social encounter between two individuals within this community as detected by Bluetooth proximity scans indicating co-location. Multiple proximity detections on consecutive scans are considered to be part of the same interaction.

Daily sociability can be defined as the total amount of interactions that an individual has had on a particular day (considered to be from 4am on a particular day to 4am on the next to include post-midnight interactions, common in a student community, within the same day). This measure defines how social an individual has been on that day.

This value has been normalized to a value between 0 and 1, with a value closer to 1 indicating that the sociability on that particular day is close to the highest sociability observed for this individual over the entire period. A value closer to 0 indicates the opposite, the observed daily sociability is close to the lowest observed for that individual. The data was normalized so that high or low sociability is specific to the individual and is not defined by a norm for the community, which could be skewed by a few highly sociable individuals.

Overall sociability can be defined as the total amount of interactions that an individual has had over the one-month period (April 2010). Daily sociability aggregated over time averages out the natural fluctuations of daily sociability to provide a more long-term measure of how social an individual is, during the period under consideration.

These two measures of sociability are defined to bring out the difference between the behavioral effects of an individual’s general sociability as opposed to the effects brought out by daily variations. It should be noted that these measures only included face-to-face interactions within this community. Nevertheless, these are assumed to provide a reasonable proxy for sociability as has been the case in previous reality mining studies.

IV. RESULTS

A. Sleep and Mood

It is well known that sleep affects mood and vice-versa as discussed earlier. In this work, we explore this bidirectional relationship and find that it holds in this healthy population as well for the one month period. As mood is a binary variable, sleep duration after days in which a participant reported good mood and sleep duration after a participant reported bad mood were separated into two groups and the means of these groups were compared using the non-parametric Wilcoxon Rank Sum test. We find that the means of these two groups are significantly different (p=0.0002), with the mean dropping from about 7 hours to about 6.4 hours for nights with poor mood. This statistically significant difference suggests that the predominant mood on a particular day might have an effect on that night’s sleep.

As the sleep event occurs after the mood observation in the previous analysis, we are able to study the effect in one direction. Similarly, we test the opposite hypothesis to check whether a night’s sleep has an effect on the following day’s mood. We find a significant difference (p=0.0001) between sleep duration to about the same extent, suggesting that this might be true as well. This bidirectional relationship was also detected earlier in this population using a much larger dataset [34]. Figure 2 depicts the difference in sleep duration between days with good mood (6-8 hours in the lower to upper quartiles) and days with poor mood (5-7 hours in the lower to upper quartiles).

B. Mood and Sociability

Next, we explore the relationship between mood and overall sociability. Using mood information, we separated the groups
into two: 1) those who exhibited primarily good mood (relaxed, calm, happy, content) i.e., on at least 70% of the occasions 2) those who exhibited poor mood (stressed, anxious, frustrated, angry) i.e., on at least 30% of the occasions. The 70-30 breakup is chosen as poor mood is reported much less often than good mood in this community as one might expect. We find that people who fell into the latter group demonstrated significantly lower overall sociability in this community (p=0.02, Wilcoxon Rank Sum test).

As discussed earlier, it has been noted often that greater social cohesion tends to result in healthier and happier individuals. However, in the past, there was no way to quantify this except through static data collected using surveys, which have several shortcomings [35], particularly in this context. Hence, the result obtained here using a quantified measure of sociability, gathered from interactions throughout the day, lends greater credence to this notion.

In addition to studying the relationship between overall sociability and mood, we also explore the impact of daily sociability on mood. The Wilcoxon Rank Sum test is used again in a manner similar to the analysis for sleep and mood, with sleep duration being replaced by daily sociability. However, no significant difference in daily sociability is observed between days with poor mood and good mood. This may suggest that an individual’s changes in sociability may not respond within the same day we are asking about mood. To test for this, we examined the change in daily sociability together with the proportion of days with poor mood, to understand if the variation in sociability is affected by or responds to amount of poor mood. We found no significant correlation and therefore, this result suggests that daily variation in sociability may not be as important as an individual’s overall sociability in its effect on mood.

Considering the important role that mood plays in several comorbid conditions, it is important to create interventions that help improve an individual’s mood, resulting in positive health effects. If these results were validated through further studies, one group of possible interventions could be targeted towards increasing an individual’s overall sociability.

C. Sleep and Sociability

Finally, we explore the relationship between sleep and sociability. Lack of sufficient sleep in this community is not surprising. Sources of lack of sleep may include stress of school and children. Approximately 54% of the couples in this community have children and at least 50% are students. The overall effect of lack of sufficient sleep in the long-term is evident. However, the effects of short-term lack of sleep are less understood. This is especially true as it relates to things that are affected in our daily lives. One might hypothesize that sociability through its impact on mood might have an important role in affecting sleep or vice-versa.

We explore this hypothesis by first studying the effect of overall sociability on sleep. However, we find no statistically significant association like in the case of mood. On further rumination, this is not an unexpected result, as we would expect that daily variation in sleep duration is likely to have an association with the variation in daily sociability, if any.

Further analysis reveals that such an association between sleep and daily sociability might indeed exist. Figure 3 depicts the non-linear relationship between daily sociability for a particular day and sleep duration for that night. Several past studies have indicated that a sleep duration of seven to eight hours seems most beneficial while a sleep duration lower than or higher than that is associated with a higher risk of mortality, with the risk increasing as the duration moves further away from the suggested sleep duration [36], [37], [38]. Therefore, it is very interesting to note that daily sociability seems to mirror this trend with highest median sociability on days with a sleep duration of 7 or 8 hours and decreasing on either side with an increase or decrease in sleep duration.

As this relationship is not linear, a Pearson correlation would not be ideal to study this relationship. Hence, we use a Kruskal-Wallis non-parametric analysis of variance to compare daily sociability across the sleep durations ranging from 5 to 9 hours. We find that there is a significant difference in daily sociability for the different sleep durations (p < 0.001).

A visual inspection of figure 3 reveals that the median sociability is much higher for sleep durations 7 and 8 when compared to the other durations. Using Dunn’s post hoc test for multiple pairwise comparisons, we find that the difference in daily sociability is significantly different for the following sleep durations: (i) 5 and 7 (ii) 6 and 7 (iii) 6 and 8. This result is intriguing because, to the best of our knowledge, there have been no reports of such an association in the past and such an observation would not have been possible without leveraging the sensing capabilities available today. This fascinating result merits further studies to validate this finding.
We repeat the analysis to check if the same holds in the other direction. Figure 4 depicts the non-linear relationship sleep duration for a particular night and sleep duration for the following day. While a similar pattern as earlier is observed visually, the Kruskal-Wallis test shows that there is no significant difference across the various sleep durations while comparing the following day’s daily sociability. This indicates that the association might hold in one direction only, with daily sociability possibly affecting one’s sleep but the opposite not holding true.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we study several aspects of the relationships between sleep, mood and sociability using data from a population of healthy young couples in a naturalistic setting. At least one spouse in this population is a student and about half the couples have young children. The youngsters hail from a varied backgrounds and ethnicities much like the population of the US. The situations faced by this population in terms of stress and other behavioral factors is not different from other young couples in this age group. These factors make the population of this study more representative of the general populace when compared with previous reality mining studies that included undergraduate students.

In tune with our expectations, some of the characteristics of this data are similar to those observed for the general population. We find that 57.2% of the reported sleep durations in this data are 7 and 8 hours, with 32.5% accounting for sleep durations of 6 hours or less and the remaining 10.3% making up reported sleep durations of 9 hours or more. A histogram of this data is shown in figure 5. This is not very different from sleep durations reported for a cohort of young adults [39]. In addition, we find that the women in this population sleep slightly better than the men, a statistically significant (p < 0.001) observation. This is in tune with existing sleep literature [40], which suggests the same, with the difference between the two groups increasing with age. Also, as one might surmise, poor mood is observed less often in general as seen in figure 6 and a smaller number of interactions are more frequently observed as seen in figure 7.
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show poor mood more often, a statistically significant result. While such a connection has been made in the past, it has never been observed with quantified social interaction data. This clearly depicts the usefulness of reality mining studies that are able to use phone-based social sensing to gather rich information about dynamic face-to-face interactions.

We also find that an individual’s daily sociability, a measure of how social they are on a particular day shows a significant association with that night’s sleep duration. Higher median daily sociability is observed during days when the night’s sleep duration is in the suggested 7-8 hour range. This is a novel result that has not been reported in the past and would not have been possible without quantifying dynamic social interaction data.

Adding another layer to the notion of social effects, regression analyses from a recent study [34] using data from the same population showed that a subject’s sleep and mood might be affected by their spouse’s sleep and mood in addition to their own mood and sleep. These results are important for several reasons. Firstly, reality mining studies have been used to study network phenomenon and behavioral effects in the past. These results indicate their usefulness in understanding phenomenon related to public health, that would not be possible without the use of smartphones as social sensors to quantify the subjects’ face-to-face interactions. Secondly, the results indicate the importance of social interactions on an individual’s daily life and overall well-being, providing further impetus to a burgeoning area of research that has been gaining attention in recent years. Finally, the results while interesting are only early indicators of the potential of such studies. They present a strong reason to move beyond our pilot and pursue larger studies that can validate these notions.

If validated through such larger studies, these results can strongly rejuvenate the case for designing behavioral inter-
ventions targeted to improve the quantity and quality of social interactions that an individual has due to their direct and indirect effects of well-being. Much like one needs to watch what they eat and exercise on a regular basis to stay healthy, it might be found that individuals need to watch how and how much they interact in order to stay healthy.

As an attempt to move in this direction, we are currently running an experiment gathering rich sleep data (quantifying sleep quality in addition to quantity) using a wireless sensing headband (a commercial product manufactured by Zeo Inc.) to leverage the opportunity of studying sleep, mood and sociability in this naturalistic setting with far richer data for sleep and mood as well. In conclusion, we hope that this work bring greater attention to the potential of reality mining and the novel applications of wireless sensing for directions such as public health research.
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